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document a and to identify the prominent Jewish personalities
named in it, so far as the available data permitted.
The problem of the authorship gave rise to numerous
suppositions. L. Ginzberg 1 himself thought that R. Joseph,
K. Saadya' s opponent, was the author ; J. IVIann 3 attributed
the fragment to R. Xehemia, the Gaon of Pumbadita. On
the other hand, H. Malter 3 attributed it to R. Dosa, the son
of R. Saadya Gaon. Finally, J. X. Epstein 4 recognized, in
the light of another document (published by D. Revel) 5
in 1923 under the title Iggeret Rob Saadja Gaon, that the
author of Ginsberg's Geniza fragment was no other than
R. Saadya Gaon al-Eayyumi, who must have sent this letter
shortly after his assumption of the Gaonate, i.e. in 928, from
Baghdad to Egypt.6
In effect this opinion of Epstein was brilliantly confirmed
by another Geniza fragment published in the following year
(1924) by B. Lewin 7 from the collection of manuscripts of
Isr. Levi (Paris). The identity of handwriting and number of
lines to the page (nineteen), as well as linguistic and stylistic
reasons,8 alone sufficed to indicate that this fragment (" L ")
and " G " "were from one and the same -manuscript. But in
addition the following Arabic words were to be found at the
beginning of " L " as heading : —
b't  •'srs&K  rnvifcbK  can
i jk npi ^b  ix^nrj ronCJl
1 Ibid., ii, pp. 422-3.
*	JQ2t., vii (1916-17), p. 467.
» R. Saadia Gaon, hts Life and his Works, Philadelphia, 1922, p. 113.
*	Debir (T»2,"t)» a Hebrew quarterly of Jewish science, ed. I. Elbogen,
J. N. Epstein, and H. Torczyner, Berlin, 1923, i, p. 189.
5 Debir, ibid., i, pp. 180-S.
*	Debir, ibid., p. 190.
7	Qinse, Kedem (mp   ^33), ed. B. I^ewrn, Haifa, 1923, ii, p. 34.
8	Ibid., ii, p. 33, line 17, like the Ginzberg fragment, makes mention of
Tpna   "lETX   D^CISJI   JinmtZrn   C^nn   -byS*    which    is   a   further
evidence for the homogeneity of " G " and " L ".

